
 

 

AFRICA CONTINENTAL SUMMIT DECLARATION 

NIAMEY, NIGER 2019  

Building a Peaceful and Prosperous Africa  

Centered on Universal Values 
 
Working group with Ministers of Education, Teachers of University and Founders School 

Moderator : Prof. Galy Abdelkader, Lecturer  
Rapporteur : Dr. Abdurah amane Mohamed Moctar, HD R  

Themes :  
- What education for a peaceful, united, prosperous and peaceful Africa ?            
- Promoting Hyo Jeong Education of Character in Schools, Universities and Vocational Training : 

Culture of the Heart of Filial Piety and Character Education Focusing on Universal Values for 
Sustainable Development            

- Adequacy between the content of the teaching, the methodology and the purpose of Education          
  
Objectives :  

- Summarize the interventions          
- Release Resolutions and Recommendations          
- Statement of Support and Implementation of the Project for a Heavenly Africa          

  
Introduction to the panel 
The main challenges of African education systems : quality, type of teacher s , resources, role of 
private learning time  
How to meet these challenges to move towards a culture of peace ?  
Pi 's your solution : promote universal values in school   
Will these values be drawn from hearts ? The 're family ? L es beliefs (religions) ? The art 
traditions ?      
  
Discussion 
All interventions tend to pose the problem of African education systems in terms of inadequacy 
with endogenous local values. 
African education systems are still modeled after the Western model which often contrast with 
the socio cultural values African e s. 
The proposals were made in the sense of valuing the endogenous cultures in the content of 
the programs of the educational systems.  
  
recommendations 



- Africa must take ownership of its education system ;            
- Programs must be revisited ;            
- Endogenous values must be reflected in the content of programs education ;             
- It requires a significant implication of the key actors of the school (families, religious 

leaders, customary leaders) ;            
- States that are already making great efforts for the right to education must continue and 

assume the search for harmonization by securing the whole and by assuming the 
financing of education systems by also involving parents and private          

- The teaching of values within the education systems as well as at the level of the families 
will be the guarantee of the harmony of hearts and minds and consequently of 
peace.          
  

 


